
Pieced Front:
(30) 2” squares of printed picture fabric
  (2) 2” x 8” sides of front
  (1) 3 1/2” x 12 1/2” bottom
  (1) 8” x 12 1/2” back

Instructions for Purse Shell
Step 1: Piece the front. Lay out the printed pictures in fi ve rows 
of six pictures each. Sew together in rows, pressing seams in 
each row in opposite directions. The front should measure 8” x 
9 1/2” including seam allowance. 
Step 2: Sew the two sides to the pieced front. 
Step 3: Sew the bottom to the pieced front unit. 
Step 4: Sew the back to the front/bottom unit. 
Step 5: Fold this rectangle in half right sides together. Stitch 
the side seams. Pressing both bottom seams down as you 
stitch over them. 
Step 6: Mark the Center of the bottom by fi nger creasing. At 
the corner match the side seam to the center bottom crease. 
A triangle forms. Stitch the long side of the triangle over the 
previous seam. 

Instructions for Lining
Step 1: Sew bottom rectangle between 
the front and back rectangles. 
Step 2: Fold pieced lining right sides Step 2: Fold pieced lining right sides Step 2:
together. Sew side seam leaving a 3” 
opening in the middle of one seam for 
turning. 
Step 3: Finger crease bottom at center.Step 3: Finger crease bottom at center.Step 3:
Step 4: Match side seam to center of Step 4: Match side seam to center of Step 4:
bottom, forming a triangle. 
Step 5: Stitch from seam to seam Step 5: Stitch from seam to seam Step 5:
across triangle base to form a fl at 
bottom.

Attaching the Handle
Step 1: Fold handle in half lengthwise, unfold, bring long edges to center, fold in half 
again. Topstitch both edges.
Step 2: On front of bag, pin a loop 3” to left and 3” to right of center, with ends beside Step 2: On front of bag, pin a loop 3” to left and 3” to right of center, with ends beside Step 2:
each other, not overlapping, raw edges even with bag top. Tack in position. 
Step 3: Working with front of bag facing you and loops pointing up as if they were 
fi nished, push left handle end through front of right loop toward back. Keep handle end 
through front of right loop toward back. Keep handle untwisted. On back of purse, put 
handle end in position opposite front loop, raw edges even. Tack in place. 

Attaching Lining to Bag
Step 1: Have the bag right side out. Have the lining wrong side out. Set the bag inside  Step 1: Have the bag right side out. Have the lining wrong side out. Set the bag inside  Step 1:
into the lining. Make sure the handles are tacked safely out of way. Match side seams 
and centers. Stitch around top edge of bag. 
Step 2: Turn the bag through opening in lining seam. Checking that the handle is placed 
properly and then stitch the opening shut. 

Handles:
(1) 36” x 2” strip
(2) 3” loops of 1/4” ribbon

Lining:
(1) 7 3/4” x 12 1/2” front
(1) 1 3/4 x 12 1/2” back
(1) 3 1/4” x 12 1/2” bottom
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front - right side out

step 2 and 3

back - right side out


